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First of all, I want to thank Dr. Mrtreveli for inviting me to this 

sympsiuu. I am very glad to be here for two reasons. One Is a personal 

reason - this syrnpositlin will allow ne to meet distin,.Suishee! researchers and 

scholas I have heard or read about (such as Professor Geipel and Dr. Frey) , 

blrt have Ewer =et. 

studies and works that are new to ne. 

Such personal meetings will allov ne to learn about 

But, the other reason 1 an glad to be here is zt nore professional one. 

An international syrnposiua such as this one on disasters and accidents is 

important for what it symbolizes. It indicates we are moving beyond just 

talking about international cooperation in research. 

towards collaborakive efforts in research and theory. 

We are starting to move 

Last year in a Congress in Sweden, about twelve different countries in 

which systematic disaster research is being conducted were represented. 

meetings at that Congress had two significant results. 

of an International Piorking Group on the Study of the Social and Behavioral 

Aspects of Disasters. 

a newsletter, Unscheduled Events, which is circulated around the world. 

outcome of the Congress in Sweden was a strong recomenda-bion that national, 

regional and international meetings of disaster researchers should be held. 

Dr. Metreveli has indicated that this meeting is partly a response to that 

recommendation. At least four of the countries present in Sweden are also 

represented at this symposiun. 

The 

One was the creation 

This Working Group has several hundred mernbers and has 

Another 

Meetings such as this one are good for learning about one another, for 

exchanging ideas, and in general for establishing an international network of 

researchers and scholars interested in the disaster area. But another purpose 
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can also be served by these kinds of seetings. They provide m opportunity to 

allow suggestions and reconmendations to be advanced which night help bring 

about international and collaborative research efforts. 

Thus, zy reuarks today should be tzken as proposing a series of steps 

which might move us closer to actual joint or comnon research by disaster 

students in different societies. Such research, carried out on an international 

scale, would be truly cross-cultural research. It vould certainly be cross- 

cul-tural in the sociological and anthrcpological senses insofar as it would 

involve social and behavioral scientists fron two or nore societies working 

together on disasters in at least tyo countries. 

Actually, 3r. Xetreveli asked me to talk about both disaster and accident 

research. But, since n;r own work has been ahnost exclusively in the disaster 

area, I vi11 prinarily address issues about Cisasters rather th-an accidents. 

Bevertheless, I must confess I m not certain if, where and how the line 

should be drawn between disasters and accidents. There are many questions 

which could be asked about the two phenomena. Is a disaster xerely a big 

accident? Is an accident a smll disaster? me Red Cross in the United 
States classifies an energency is a disaster if five families or aore are 

involved. Why are sone incidents involving loss of life and property in a 

coal mine called accidents, and others called disasters? V?y is there a 

tendency to call energericies created by natural agents, such as earthquakes and! 

floods, ''disasters," but to call those incidents involving man-made or 

technological factors, such a5 notor traffic crashes and wrecks or electric 
11 power system failures accidents?" Yet, in a current stuiy being conducted 

by my organization, the Disaster Research Center (DBC) at Ohio State University, 

we are treating transportation accidents (either aotor or rail) that involve 

the release of dangerous chemicals as disasters. Was the recent threat at the 
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Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania in the United States an accident or a 

disaster ? 

Obviously, considerable thought should be given to the relationship 

between accidents and disasters. 

the ends of a continuum, or they could be thougbt of as qua1itativePj different 

eve= though both might be seen as part of a larger category of stress or crisis 

situations. 

Conceptually, they could be visualized as 

This is just to mestion two possibilities. 

I will not attempt to resolve this problem here. 1 will talk primarily 

about those kiilds of mass emergencies which tend to be called Gisasters or 

catastrophes. B o p e ~ W y ,  sornsone else will soon address the conceptual problem 

of the differences, if m y ,  beheen disasters and accidents. Probably the two 

fields of disaster anii acci6ent research can be fruitfully pulled together, as 

the fields of fire rad disaster research are currently coming together in the 

United States and 3a9an. 

In my talk here, I want to discuss three major problems involved in under- 

taking ar,y international or cross-cultural disaster research. 

sense of the terns, I think there are theoretical, methodological and ideologi- 

cal problem iavolve6. 

ly, until we reach some agreenent or consensus about them, we $311 not be able 

to actually start or launch any cross-cultural research. 

In the broad 

Until we resolve these three problem, or more accumtc- 

First, as I see it, we need to have some agreernent about the theoretical 

fraework which we will use in conducting studies. If we are going to do any 

kind of comparative research, we need to have a coamo theoretical frmework. 

What I specifically mean by this will be detailed in just a few minutes, but 

it involves agreernent on the basic units of study. 

Second, we need soae consensus on the methodological perspec.tive which 

will be uses. 1 am not referring to the particular research techniques to be 
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used, but rather how any collaborative study is to be organized. 

shortly suggest that we cannot work together if we do not haTFe some agreement 

OR e w e  should work with one another. 

I will 

Third$ in order to conduct collaborative cross-cultural research, we have 

to agree on our ideological orientation toTrards resew&. 

do we seek knovledge? In a little while, I shall indicate that we eventually 

need Go agree on the value of disaster research in terms of the ultiznate goal 

of the research--is the work to be basic, applied or evaltuative? 

For vhct purpose 

In previous talks and papers, I have advoccted cross-cult.cl-al research 

and have even suggested some first steps which aeed to be teken. Many of my 

earlier ideas were initially presented at a disaster synposium in P.ustralia, 

an updated version of which vi11 appear in the next issue of the British 

professional journal; Disasters, under the title of, "Sone Xeec?ed Cross- 

Cultural Studies of Emergency Tine Disaster Behaviors: 

remarks today build upon that earlier work and are intended to helg us actually 

irqlement, actually undertake cross-cultural disaster reseamh. 

cross-cultural studies be advocated but zlso the concrete steps which have to be 

undertaker, in working together must be spelled out. 

primarily ar, attempt to detail some of these concrete steps. 

A First Step.'' Hy 

Bot only muzt 

Hy coraents today are 

But first and very briefly, why should we be ioterested in cross-cultllral 

disaster research, and what has been done and fom3- in pre-rjous CTOSCJ- wltural 

research in the disaster area? 

PREVIOUS CRCSS-CULTURAL RIXZARCH 

It is commonplace to sdvoczte cross-cultural studies in the social and 

behavioral sciences. Of course, the call for such research far exceeds the 

impleaentation of such work. Unfortunately, cross-cultural exmications m e  

perhaps more necessary in looking at the social and behavioral aspects of 
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disasters than in aost other amas of scientific inquiry. 

up-to-now cvenrhelming iherfcan pressure in the disaster area. This is true 

with respect to both the national background of disaster reseaxchers and the 

geographic site of disasters studied. 

involvement by Anericans varies sonewhat depeoding on the criteria of exclusion 

and inclusion used. 

behaviors1 science researc3 of disasters ever undertaken indicates that perhaps 

85 percent of all disasters studied have occurred in the United States and a 

slightly higher percentage of the empirical studies have been undertaken by 

heriean nationals. Fortunately, the situation has been rapidly changirig in 

recent years 8s French, Japanese, Canadian, Geman, Sritish, Belgium, Austra- 

lian, Swedish, Italian and other researchers around the vorld have launched 

studies into disasters. But, the bulk of the work and the studies continue 

to be Arnerican in orientation. 

This is due to the 

The exact extent of this high selective 

However, a preliminary inventory of a11 social and 

The potential ethnocentric bias 02 observations and interpretations that 

may be involved because of this a.rgues for a need to redress this iabalance. 

aut apart from that, disaster stuGy provides ag excel3tional opportunity for the 

comparEtive analysis of societal, comunity, institutional, organizational, 

group w d  individualbehaviors. Disaster events are particularly u s e m  for 

comparative description and analysis. 

of social structures and grocesses through which group and persona actors 

attempt to cope with the unusual situation. Unlike m n y  other hapgenings, 

disaster agents9 by their very nature, irrespective of cultural settings, 

force sone sort of aiijustive response. 

literal threat to life, disruption of routines and endangemen-k of property. 

In addition, such extrene stress situations allow iw examina'cion of complex 

social m d  asychological phenonena which in "nornal tiOtes" remain hidden or 

This is because they activate a. variety 

They camot be ignored given their 
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0-v partly emerge. 

or -%ndrwncntrtl aspects of behsvior divorced f r m  the superficial or the 

accidental. Mass emergencies surface panfiu;;ian and pansocial features. Finaly, 

disaster events are also useful for comparative purposes because they aot only 

help us understand the inore imediate adaptatiori to extrene stress but also 

allow us to better assess loager-run consequences. In fact, the la+vter may 

often be nore socially a d  politically important than the former, for disasters 

are not only the enbodinent of ephemeral news but the stuff of permanent history. 

As often has been said, great stress brings out the generic 

Despite these alluring features, there is a surprising lack of disaster 

research vhich cuts across societal boundaries. As several recent revfevers 

of disaster literature have noted, cross-culturd studies of disasters have 

been, both relatively and absolutely, very few in nwnber. As far ve have 

been able to ascertain, to this time there have been onPj four explicit 

conpmative stucies conplete8; although several other pieces of relevant 

research zre underway. A brief look at what the finished studies cover re- 

veals that very little of a cross-cultural. nature has even Seen the subject of 

a glance, nuch less of intensive exanination. 

The first explicit study vas undertaken by Clifford in 1955. He seized 

the opportunity presented by E flood that threatened tvo neighboring con- 

nunities on opposite sides of the Rio Grade River which separates Mexico and 

the United States. 

hericans, were more dependent on the kin group as a source of advice and help 

and were nore reluctaot to sccepk formal or official pre-disaster warnings and 

post-disaster aid. In Mexico, also, there was greater resistance to cooperative 

relationships among emergency-related organizations and a stronger dependency 

upon heroic personalized leadershi? rather than on "rational" bureaucratic 

authority and cooperation. Clifford suggests that the gross differences in 

Eis najor finding was that flexicans, when compared to 

f? 
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response could 

two societies. 

be attributed to basic cross-cultural differences between the 

In Xexico, there is a tendency to place greater emphasis on 

ascriptive criteria such as age, sex, social class and kinship in orderine 

social relationships. 

enphasis on formal grouy, positions rather than informal personal relationships 

in the activation and on-going activities of complex organizations and agencies. 

In contrast, in the United States there is greater 

EkLuckie, in a nuch later piece of research in 1970, drew on field studies 

conducted by DRC at Ohio State University in three of the dozen countries in 

which it had undertaken empirical work. 

ter responses in Italy, Japan and the United States - countries very similar 
in regard to a nunber of demographic, economic and political. variables and sub- 

ject to similar types of disaster events. Hosrever, these societies differ in 

their degree of political centralization. 

the United States the least centralized, and Italy falling betireen then as to 

degree of political centralization. 

i9clucki.e was able $0 isolate the consequences of political centralization in 

these societies on the performance of sinilar tasks in each of three different 

disasters, one earthquake and two floods. 

actions involving warzings and evacuations were often delayed in the aore 

centralized societies. 

in7:rolve higher 'level authorities, nake. it more diff3ctll.t for local people to 

mEke.decisions, even though they may have a more realistic assessment of the 

danger in a situation. 

were of an inmediate eaer&ency nature tended to involve less centralized 

decision-making, regardless of the social structure. However, his analysis 

showed that the degree of centralization in decision-making varied with the 

time order of the disaster. For exangle, political. centralization was less 

He looked at certain aspects of disas- 

Japan is the most highly centralized, 

By matching as many variables as possible, 

For exmple, he found that peventive 

Traditional Fatterns of decision-aaking, which tsically 

McLuclrie also found that disaster task responses which 
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important in the initial stages vhen Ugh priority or emergency tasks were 

involved, but its importance vas reassert& in the later stages of disaster 

activity. 

The thirii cross-cultural stutiy is by Anderson. In a secondary data 

analysis, he pulled together independently conducted field studies by 3BC on the 

response of the military in five different societies - in Chile, El Salvador, 
Italy, Japan and the United States. 

structural characteristics of the armed forces, such as their established 

corrrmand systems, allow them to provide valuable emergency time services to 

disaster-struck corumunities. On the other hand, in more politically centralized 

societies there is a tendency for nilitary organizations to becoze involved 

in post-disaster relief acti-rfties in a leadership role rather than in a 

supportive capacity. 

nilitary in natural disasters is a flulction of the structure of local con- 

nunities. 

relief activities when the affected comw.ity does not have an effective 

organization and leadership to cope with the emergency created by the disaster. 

:$e observed that in all societies the 

Ifowever, Anderson also found that the involvement of the 

Thus, the military is uore likely to Get involved in emergency 

Finally, the fourth cross-cultural study was conducted by social 

scientists from the University of Colorado and Clark University. 

took an explfcit conparison between responses to the Hancz@a, IJicaragua earth- 

quake and to relatively recent, as well as past, disasters in the United States. 

One focus was on family responses. 

differences in the degree to which aid from kin is used, in the amomt of ai8 

fros extra-fanilia1 sources, and in the extent to which disaster victins rely on 

personal resources. 

They under- 

It vas found that there are societal 

Apart from these four explicit cross-cultural studies, there have been 

about a dozen other studies which have used an implicit cross-cultural frasle- 

work. That is, the social dimensions used to look at and observe disasters 
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in one society have Seen used to order and look a* a disaster in another 

society, although only one society vas actually studied by the researchor 

making the coupxison. 

For exampleg severd decades ago, an intensive study of the Holland flood 

of 1953 was particularly infomative because it was primarily guided by what 

was knm-0 up to that time a'oout inCividu?d and group disaster reactions in the 

Uriited States. 

faraily and govermental disaster respozses in American society and looked at 

the responses in Indian flood in those terns. 

comt+red its early resesrch findings on organizational responses to the 1964 

A little later, in 196& Grimshaw took what was know2 about 

At about the saae tine, DRC 

Alaskan earthquke and its later research OTT the 1964 Biig&ta, Japan, earth- 

quake. 

disaster literature and attempted to see to what extent findings about group 

behavior observed elsewhere were also observable in the massive brush fire thzt 

affected Hobart in Tasmania in Australia. Last year, Italian researchers 

A few years later, We.ctenha11 and Power took much of the contemporary 

looking at the Friuli earthquake reported on similarities and differences in 

what they found and vhat other researchers have reported about behavior and 

reactions to disasters in American society. In 1979% Oliver-Snith examined if 

the seq;lentisl patterns of commity consensus and conflict obserTred in the 

post-disaster period in American society were manifested in the eftermath of 

the 1970 Permvian earthquake, particularly the avalanche in Ymgay. 

finel exmples we can note that Ahearn has just reported his initial impressions 

on vhe-5her the m n t d  heath consequences of the IIanagua, Bicara@a earthquake 

00 or 60 not parallel those which reportedly follow disasters in the United 

States. There are still other studies which could be cited but these are a 

good representation of the inplicit or indirect cross-cultural studies which 

have been done. 

As a 
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The najor values of tiiese studies, lidted though they may be in nunber 

and scope, are that they do indiczte that cross-cultural studies can be done, 

and that there cppears to be universalistic 8s well as particularistic features 

in &isaster response. These may seen obvious things to say. igowever,they do 

a?pea,r vorth saying. 

For one, it is easy to aiivance in the abstract reasons why cross-cultural 

studies are impossible to conduct, especiall;r in a disaster context. What 

has been done shows that projections abm% the hopelessness of such research 

may be exaggerated. ilot only implicit and ini?irect, but explicit and direct 

cross-cultural disaster studies can 3e done. 

Second, at least seeningly tenable hy-potheses about universal hman and 

Sone anthropological con- groq resgonses to Cisasters seen to be emerging. 

mentators on disaster studies do appear to believe no valid cross-cultural 

generalizations have yet been established. Part of this is simpPj a traditionaf- 

ant'ilropological obsession with seeking cultural variations in behavior. It also 

appears %hzt in sone cases, 2% least, there has been an incorrect resding of 

only Part of the existing disaster literature relemxt for comparative cross- 

cultural purposes. 

strongltj suggests that we will be able to derive universalistic generalizations 

about disaster behavior in different cultures (e.g., regarding panic behavior) 

as well as notes of course, what is particularistic or culturally distinctive 

&.bout other kinds of responses (e. I:. 

Our view is that even the liuited vork which has been done 

regarding volunteers ) . 



FUTURE GROSS CULTURAL RESEAECB 

So ma;h for the past. What of the future? What must be done if 

we are to move ahead? 

Almost all previous expliicit and implicit cross-cultural research 

in the disacter area hss bccn quite unsystematic and non-cumulative. 

Ziis hds been repeatedly noted at international meetings of disaster 

researchers. In a week-lor-& Saptinew-United States Seminar on Organiza- 

tional and Community Responses to Disasters, a major conclusion was that 

if cumdative findings were ever to be obtained, it was time to start: 

lqing the grouadwork ‘’for joint and/or cooperative research in the di- 

saster field.” 

from Belgium, England, France, Japan end the United Scates formally pro- 

posed that the next meeting of international disaster researchers actual- 

ly start to formrrlate some common research project. 

Sweden ILSt Year?J.hich 1 alluded 20 carlier, there wrfi;s coils5desabl.a con- 

sensus among individual researchers present that cooperative efforts be 

launched. A joint Japanese-United States research effort will probably 

bs started next year. Thus, we have inched closer and closer to cross- 

cultural wcrk. 

A later neeting in Paris in 1975 involving researchers 

At the congress in 

However, as I have already indicated, we need to address certain 

theoretical, methodological and ideological questions and issues before 

any actual collaborative effort can be undertaken. 

vhst I will suggest is either the only way or even the best 53~37 to handle 

the problems discussed. It is one possible way, and if x&at I say evokes 

the explicit formulation of other and better ways, I will have achieved 

my purpose, namely to move cross-cultural research in the disaster area 

closer to actual inplementation. 

I do not assume that 
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A THEORETICAL FRAIEXIORK 

Many different kinds of schemes or frameworks could be used to guide 

and to order cross-cultural studies. 

area, examination of the literature indicates that no particular formula- 

tion dominates cross-cultural studies. If anything, scholars involved in 

such research push the theme that any scheme used should reflect important 

aspects of the epecific topic or area being studied. 

Totally apart from the disaster 

In line with my earlier comments, I, therefore, propose a theoretical 

scheme whose basic dimensions are relatively free from cultural bias and 

capture the range of phenomena which are involved in all disasters no 

matter where they may occur in the world. 

there are at least six different units of study and 14 different problems 

which are potentially universal in all disasters. That is, these six are 

the possible acting units in disasters, and these 14 are the possible 

problems which have to be solved in disasters. 

Essentially, I suggest that 

My position is that these are the acting units and the kinds of di- 

saster problems which can be found in all societies irrespective of other 

cultural differences. Furthermore, both the units and the problems are 

relatively independent of any particular theory of human azld social be- 

havior although their selection does reflect a general sociological bias 

on my part. 

some research value. 

fashion to most of the 23 different disaster events in eleven countries 

which have been the object of DRC field studies, the scheme proved useful 

in structuring field data gathering efforts and/or in ordering data analy- 

ses. This does not mean that the formulation advanced is without flags 

Additionally, the formulation has already been shown to have 

Mhen this scheme was applied in an exploratory 
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or that more powerful schemes night not be developed. 

mean that our formulation hes some operational research value. 

It does, however, 

The six units of study which I think should be used in cross-cultur- 

e; studies are: (2; individuzis; (2: mall groups; (3j orgarLxClons; 

(4) communities; (5) institutions; and, (6) societies. 1 cannot justify 

here in detail the choice of these six or itemize the important ways in 

which they differ from what a few other writers have presented as order- 

ing schenea. Clearly, I take those social clusters which I see as the 

major actors which tend to respond to disaster events in all settings, 

as the possible units to be studied. 

all I list of otherwise standard soc5ological concepts for responding 

social entities is "Tnstitutions." 

complexes, such as emergency medical care health delgvery systems which 

usually extend beyond community boundaries and yet are far from being 

societal units. 

Perhaps the least self evident of 

By that term, I am referring to 

Such questions as "are the responding entities systems?"; %hat is 

the nature of the relationship bettieen then?"; 'tjhat.is Cheir relative 

importance ill affectiag what occurs?"; and numerous similar issues and 

qrsestions which legitimately can be raised, are, I believe, empirical 

r-iatters. in our view, these questions are not to be decided by defini- 

tion or conceptualization. 

Responding units attempt to deal with the demcnds created by di- 

sasters. These disaster derriands are essentially of two kinds: agent- 

generated demands and response-generated demands. 

ference to problems and requirements for response created by the disas- 

ter agent itself. The laztes refers to another set of problems and re- 

quirements brousht into being by the very activities that take place in 

response to the disaster agent. 

The former has re- 



There are at least nine agent-generated demmds: (1) warning; 

(21) prc-impact preparations; (3) evacuation; (4) search and rescue; 

(5j of ++e ~~~~::& .‘e.l?: (6) ;7e1fare r,eeds; (7) restzatlon CIL 

essential community services; (8) protection against continuing threat; 

and, (9) community order. There are at least five response-generated 

demands: (1) continuing assessment of the emergency; (2) communication; 

(3) mobilization and utilization of resources; (4) coordination; and 

(5) control and authority. 

I do ilot have the tine needed to detail each specific demand today.. 

From but they have been described at length elssrhere in our writings. 

my point of view these denmds are important becase they are universal- 

istic. That is, they will slxays be found in all disaster situations, 

although their particular content will vary considercbly from one setting 

to another. In fact it is this combination of variation in content in 

a universalistic forn xhich nekes these dimensions particularly useful 

for qplication in a cross-cultural study. 

Furthermore, and even more importantly, these 14 different universal 

disaster problems can be cross-classified 17ith the six previously dis- 

cussed universal respondins units. 

for exanplz, to study organizational level response with regard to all 

14 problems, or it is possible to do research ascertaining how small 

groups3 established or energent, deal with the range of pro5lems and re- 

quirements indicated. In a total cross-classification, 64 cells of dis- 

tinctive phenomena for possible cross-cultural research are generated 

if one were to depict it in a diagram or table. 

Or stated another way, it: is possible, 

In the long TIIS, it MOUld be necessary to conduct research into the 

behavior involved in all 84 cells. 

thing cannot be studied at once, some priorities have to be assigned. 

In the short run: given that every- 
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1 have discussed priorities elsewhere so 1 trill not touch on that issue 

here. 

three different bases, each of which I shall briefly comment upon, 

Gut in general terns priorities can be assigned on at least 

One, some lines of research have either m r e  theoretical a?d/or 

A case can be made that practical payoffs than other possibilities. 

greater payoffs will be fouad in those substantive topics or areas in 

.c;hich the greatest mount of enpirical research has alrescly been con- 

ducted. 

to topics on which soraething is already known. 

tion of valid kno17ledge is more likely. 

It can be argued that priority in research should be assigned 

Xr' that is done, acc-mula- 

Another argment, ~ o t  necessarily inconsistent with the first one, 

is that priority in cross-ccltural disaster research should be given to 

those studies examining panhuman and pansocial Tecpnses, that is, 

responses which are potentially universal and cut across culturzl differ- 

ences. 

uations ;;right be an exanple of such studies. To sozie extent, the work 

on panic flight which has already been undertaken in Japan, Prance; 

England the United States, Sweden and West Gernany would elso seem 

research focused on pmhunan and pansocial responses. 

TJork which C70Uld focus on responses to disaster warnings and evac- 

A third line of argument with respect to research priorities is 

that easily overlooked phenomena should be singled out for examination, 

for example, emergent groups rather than bureaucracies. In disaster 

studies in the United Stages, it has been observed "nmerous writers 

have described various types of emergent groups that becone organized 

to confront various challences." It mould seem particularly useful 

to attempt to see such phenonena in a disaster setting drastically 

different from American society. The major point here is the need to 
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study new and emergent social f o m s  as well as the nore traditional and 

established entitics which respond to disasters. 

overlook the fomer arid to overenphasize the latter. 

bureaucracies loon large 

cies they are more irzportant in disasters 'ihaa informal eocrgent groups. 

It is very easy to 

Secause forslal 

Lt does not neccsszrily Zean that in emergen- 

A IETHODOLOGXCAL PE3S2ECTIVE 

There are only socle passing remarks in scattered sources which ad- 

dress the question 02 hot.7 cross-cultural disaster research night: best 

be undertaken. Yet discussions with Japanese disaster researchers 

suggest to me that the organization of research in different countries 

varies substantially. 

search funding is provided and the freedor dlOMi2d the researcher in con., 

ducting studies to the importance given to research publications and 

how this 5s affected by disciplinary affiliations. 

can be of considerable mapitude, and in any case will require explicit 

attention bcr'orc collaborative cross-cultural research can be undertd-sn 

by students ar?d scholars from different societies. 

Therc3 are differences ranging fron the way re- 

The differences 

Tine will not allov ne to a6dress the full range of problems in- 

volved in the methodological perspective which could be taken. 

as a simple illustration, I want to briefly touch on how a collaborative 

research effort could be organized. 

be followed? 

each t~ith advaatagzs and disadvantages. 

be done through a separate 5ut parallel effort 

3ut comon effort, or through a joint af" J-ort. 

Eo~~evcr 

What r-lethod of organization could 

At least t h e e  major possibllitics suggest ehemselves, 

Collaborative research could 

through an independent 

Ideally, a joint effort would be the best approach. That is, a 

truly integrated team of social and behavioral scientists from different 
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cultural backgrounds and societies mighr be asser.&led in the field to 

study together the same disaster phenomena. The advantages of such a 

joint effort are many and obvious. In fact, such an approach could have 

all the positlve research outcomes that are typically attributed to 

large-scale comparative studies. 

However, there are nany problems and difficulties t7ith any even 

r.7~11 organized attempt at a joint effort. They range fron very mundane 

and practical problems to very profound and abstract differences in the 

nethod of organizing research in different societies. 

disciplinary and other cross-cultural efforts outside the disaster area 

suggest that even in well established fields, a joint research effort is 

not at all easy to carry out. Given such difficulties elsewhere an6 

given the status of current disaster theory and stdies, I am inclin 

to feel that the tine is not at hand for venturing a joint effort. 

do believe that such an enterprise ought to be the goal of disaster re- 

searchers; it is the Ideal state towards whFch they should strive. But 

xy feeling is that this is an objective that could nore realistically 

be tsckled by a second or third generation of international disaster re- 

searchers, and not by the Tirst generation, which t7e represent. 

Accounts of inter- 

I 

A seprrra e and parallel effort could far nore easily be undertaken. 

Homver; it would not be that much different from the disaster studies 

discussed earlier that have used an implicit ~ comparative framework. 

Continuations, or evert extensions, of such work are better than no implicit 

cross-cultural studies at all. 

cmiulative findings can 59 obtained and haw systematic coverage of im- 

portant questions and truly comparable research designs would not be 

lefr: to chance through such an approach 

However, iil is difficult to see how any 

This method of organizing 
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cross-cultural research is better than nothing, but far more is needed. 

Consequently, I thj.nk that an independent but common research effort 

would be the best strategy to f011097 at this tir-e. Cross-cultural re- 

search could be handled this tray. As I see it, this trould involve teams 

of researchers in different countries agreeing to the study of sone c o w  

mon disaster problem--perhaps one of the high priority research topics 

noted earlier--exchanging ideas aoout a possible research design, agree- 

ing that at least part of the research in their respectiw societies 

would use identical research instruments, and, finally, exchanging such 

data as have been collected through the c o ~ o ~  research design. There 

would be many advantages to such an approach. For example, natives of 

the country involved would smuggle with the conceptual and linguistic 

equivalency problem that much of the cross-cultural literature, partrcu- 

larly on interviewing, mentions as a major difficulty. 

siders doing research in another country would be fully circumvented. 

Researchers versed in interpreting daea from their own societies would 

prevent absurd perceptions of the data by analysts from other countries, 

who, in turn, would balance somewhat the ethnocentric tendencies of 

native observers. There are, naturally. some disadvantages in an irr- 

dependent but comnon research effort, but given the choices actually 

available, I feel this t70uld be the best path for international disaster 

researchers to follow at this time. 

The issue of out- 

AM ZDEOLGGICAL ORTEiEATION 

Not only nust we have a comon comparative framework, but also we 

nust have sone agreement on how v7e organize ourselves for a collaborative 

effort. 

search. For what is it to be used? 

In addition, we need some consensus on the purposes of the re- 
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There can be and are differepces in the value placed on different 

kinds of scientific work. These differences lead to different assess- 

ments of any work done, as well 8s to the asking of different kinds of 

questions. Any of us, WLO has done work with scientists from different 

disciplines or with scientists trained in a society other than our own: 

can easily testify that rihile science msy be universal in principle, it 

is often very particularistic in specific application. 

In very rough terms, I see at least four different major kinds of 

scientific goals we might have in a cross-cultural disaster effort. 

Eight be interested in basic research, the obtaining of generic know 

ledge. 

one discipline, or it could be interdisciplinary. Besides these two, 

a third objective night be applied research. 

at the research problem fron the perspective of a research user. 

ly, our interest could be in what these days is called evaluative re- 

search. We might look at the research question frocl the viewpoint of 

the population served. This latter kind of orientation is especially 

becoming popular in the consumer-oriented societies of the West. 

\le 

?%is kno.r;lledgc could be obtained solely within the frmxwork 05 

This usually m a n s  looking 

Final- 

To illustrate these different ideological orientations more concrete- 

ly, let us take the matter of evacuation in a disaster. It could be 

approached as a na'iter of population displacerent. 

of the discipline of psychology, it could be studied as a question in 

social motivation. From a sociological perspective, evacuation could be 

seen as the outcorie of the interplay of various social structural factors. 

If a researcher took an interdisciplinary approach, it might be possible 

to ask how evacuation v7as influenced by the Lntcrplay of psychological, 

social, economic and legal factors in the situation. In all these cases, 

From the perspective 
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the research goal 1;lOUld be that of ultimately contributiag to the bzsic 

knowledge and principles of the discipline or disciplines involved. 

Applied research, instead, might loo!: at evacuation as primarily a 

It V T G I I ~ ~  attempt to fix! out how evacuation could be nanagenent problem. 

brought about as seen from the vievrpoint of some emergency organization. 

The goal in such applied research is how an organization can attain its 

goals as it sees them. 

The fourth scientific goal possible would be illustrated by cvalus- 

the qucsti,on to be asked could be tive research. 

the following. 

not being evacueted?” 

for the purpose of contributing to the bash understanding of a discip- 

line. 

tas!cs. 

of whether the population involved was CY ~ 7 ~ s  r.ot properly served by 

being or not being evacuated. 

In that kind of study 

’Was the threatened population well served by being or 

The knowledge sought i.n such an undertaking is not 

It is not for the purpose of helping sone zzency carry out its 

Evaluative research seeks as its goal an answer to the question 

Ply illustration, of cource, is sometihat oversimplified. Sut~ I 

think all of you trill acknov7ledge that even this simple exaiiple shmrs 

hou there can be diffcrent ideolDgtca1 or5entations in diszster research. 

The purposes or goals for vhich the research i_s conducted may be varied 

and different. 

What is the most effective ideological strategy for cross-cultural 

Personally, I have fomd value in all four orienta- disaster research? 

tions discussed and have done all four kinds of disaster Kesearch, i.e., 

basic disciplinary, basic interdisciplinary applied and evaluative re- 

search. There are advanta=es and disadvantazes to each of the strategies. 
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If forced to make a 

which would best fit the 

decision, my choice mould be dicteted by that 

particular collaborative cross-cultural effort 

involved. 

of cases, applied research would be the best choice. 

which funding agencies understand. 

evident justification. 

ingfril across cross-cultural lines. 

In the practical sense, this meaas that in the vast niajority 

It is a strategy 

It is an approach which has a self- 

It is an idgological orientation which is neaw 

In closing, f do feel the need to note one rsajor potential problem 

in regard to applied cross-cultural research. 

do not always .zsk the right questiorrs, For a long time, the U. S. 

National Weather Service thought the applied question it ha6 to answer 

was why people didn't pay attention to its disaster warnings. It took 

some sociologists years to convince the organization that it ~7as far 

more neaningful and worthwhile to ask why the U. S. National Weather 

Emrgency organizations 

Service did not issue messages which people could and would perceive as 

warnings. Of course, this example S ~ G W S  that even funding agencies can 

be taught that perhaps their initial applied research questions may not 

3e the right ones. Nevertheless, as we nove towards collaborative cross- 

cultural research and accept the ideological strategy of doing applied 

research, se sbou?d be alert to the strong possibility thet in the begin- 

ning v7e nay not be posing the best research qiicstions if we take the 

stance of the fuading agencies. 

There are many other things we could dfscuss which czn affect cross- 

cultural disaster research. We all suffer 2ron cultural biases. If a 

researcher cones from a decentralized political system as I do, it takes 

considerable time and effort to comuniczxe t7ith researchers from ccntral- 

ized systems who think the important organizational questions to ask 

about disaster responses revolve around the position of the central 
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government and its local representatives. 

ferences there are also social structural ones shich can affect collabor- 

ative disaster research. In the United States- all university based 

research is subject to very stringent bureaucratic rules with respect 

to the kinds of data which can be obtained fron hman subjects. 

many societies, there exist no such formal; legal protection for the 

subjects of social research. CollaboratFon bea7ecn rcsezirchers from 

societies having such different expectations and noms regarding infor- 

mation which can be obtained in interviews from infornants can obviously 

be rather conplicated. 

In addition to cultural dkf- 

In 

It would be rather easy to cite other cultural and social structural 

differences. 

the obstacles confronting genuine cross-cultural research. 

1 an implying that the sooner we make the problem explicit and some 

agreement is reached, the easier it will be for us to move ahead together. 

Bomver, I say this not witb a sense of despair about all 

Rather, 

CONCLUSIOI\T 

Bather than summarizing or repeating vhat I have already said, let 

me conclude by emphasizing the following three poirits. 

First cross-cultural disaster research is necessary. We can all 

learn from one another. Just a month ago, I was in China. We went 

rhrough Tangshan and stopped in Tienstein. both of which were hit in 

rhe 1976 earthqrzake that killed 750,000 people according to an official 

Chinese report. lfhile I did not 'Learn as m c h  as I would have liked, X 

saw and heard enough to confirm again for ne that the more cross-cultural 

disaster research we undertake, the better it ~.~i11 be for all of us as 

disaster researchers, pianners, responders or cirtizens of our society. 
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Second, cross-cultural research can be done. At least, I am con- 

vinced frcm even the little that has been done, that there are no in- 

surmountable difficulties in the t7ay of such rcsearch. 

lens but not impossibilities. 

disaster researchers dispersed around the v~orld from Australia to Italy, 

from Japan to 3elgiurri inclicafe to me that my feeling about doing cross- 

cultural research is widely shared. 

of making it a reality. 

There are prob- 

Furthermore: ny personal contacts with 

The belief exiot5; it is a question 

Third, cross-culrural research can only be stsrted if some explicit 

attention is given to the kiads of problems addressed in my remarks. 

We need to solve or ac least agree uFon the theoretical, methodological 

and ideological issues I have just finished discussing. I have offered 

some ideas OR those matters. If they do no nore than generate ideas 

better than nine in regard to the theoretical framework, the methodolo- 

gical perspective and the ideological orientation that we disaster re- 

searchers ought to use, then my remarks will have accomplished their 

purpose. 

pondicg dialope among disaster students aromd the world. 

I invite all of you to join what 1 hope v7ill be an ever-ex- 

I appreciate very much this opportunity to present my vieas. Thank 

you. 


